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The purpose of this study was to trace the history of residential lighting standards from 1906 to 1970 and to identify the research
methods and instruments used in establishing: present day lighting
standards with consideration being riven to the quantity and quality
of lighting.
The procedure was to study articles, for the most part in the
Illuminating Engineering Journals, pertaining to research related to
recommendations for lighting standards for visual tasks in the home,
noting the quantity and quality of lighting.

The literature reviswed

was concerned mainly with (1) the bases of the Illuminating Engineering
Society standards for lighting as stated in the handbooks, (2) the test
conditions such as room size, subjects, types of lighting and visual
tasks, (3) the kinds of research instruments developed to measure the
quantity and quality of lighting and (k) changes in footcandle recommendations for various residential tasks.
Two methods of research for illumination were used, the direct
and indirect.

The direct method for illumination research was used

from 1906 to 1950 in which the investigator selected a task, a set of
task conditions and measure of performance.

From 1906 to 1917, there

were few research investigations concerning the quantity and quality
of lighting.

Light sources were poorly develooed and whatever foot-

candles they orovided established the levels to be recommended.

From

1917 to 1922, the index for increased illumination was raised as the

quantity of lieht from fixtures increased.

In the late twenties, re-

search was done on the four fundamental factors of seelnri site of detail, contrast of detail with background, tine Interval of seeing and
the brightness needed for the task.

This was followed by numerous re-

search studies Including the Demonstration Visual Test in 1931 and
the development of the Luckiesh - Moss Visibility Meter in 1937.

In

the 19W)»s a "Recommended Practice of Home Lighting" and the "Lighting
Performance Recommendations for Portable and Installed Residence
Luminalres" were published in which levels of illumination for specific
visual tasks were recommended and the quality of illumination of the
luminalres tested were evaluated.

A series of investigations followed

involving specific visual tasks such as bathroom mirror lighting for
shaving, lighting for reading in bed, kitchen lighting for the sink
and range areas, desk or study lighting, laundry task lighting, hand
sewing lighting, and piano score and keyboard lighting.

These studies

served as the basis for recommended levels of illmdnatlon in the first
and second editions of the IBS Lighting Handbook.
The Indirect method of illumination research was used from 1950
to 1970.

The visibility of a practical task was equated to the visi-

bility of a standard test object for which lighting requirements had
been standardi«ed.

The Visual Task Bvaluator and the Field Task

Simulator were used In determining the lighting requirements for
visual tasks.

These research investigations served as the bases for

the 1959 and 1966 IBS recommended levels of illumination for specific
visual tasks.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AM) PURPOSE
Man has been concerned with the quantity and quality of light
needed for his work, recreation and general well being from primeval
to modern times.

Visual tasks vary from one extreme to the other in

importance and in severity.

For example, the visual task of casually

viewing nature outdoors contrasts sharply with the prolonged, close
visual tasks imposed by civilisation under manmade lighting conditions.
During the last seventy years, there has been considerable research
with the aim of establishing standards for residential, commercial,
and industrial lighting for visual tasks.
The purpose of this study was to trace the history of residential lighting standards from 1906 to 1970, and to identify the research methods and instruments used in establishing present day
lighting standards with consideration being given to the quantity and

quality of lighting.
Definition of Terms
For a better understanding of the remaining chapters, the
following terns are defined according to their use in this study.

All

definition, ere direct quotations from Wing As A Visual Task by
Luckiesh and Mo... "Footcndl.

Level." by Luckie.h, Tight, Vllon and

Seeing by Luckiesh, and "Design Criteria for Liehting Interior Living
Spaces," by the Residence Lighting Committee of the Illuminating
Engineering Society.
1.

Brightness - (1) A term usually referring to the intensity
of sensation which results from viewing surfaces
from which light cones to the eye.
(2) A photometric measure of light emndssion of a
luminous body or reflecting surface, e.g. footlambert. The footlambert is the common unit of
brightness. (27i386)

2.

Footlambert- A unit of brightness, equal to the uniform brightness of a perfectly diffusing and reflecting surface illuminated to 1 footcandle. (27139*0

3.

Contrast (brightness) - A difference in brightness between two
areas within the visual field. High brightnesscontrasts between an object and its background
(e.g. between print and paper) result in high
visibility and are desirable. High brightnesscontrasts between the immediate visual field and
the surrounding field (e.g. between a printed page
and the general surroundings) are deleterious.
(27i3S6)

I*.

Footcandle - A quantitative unit for measuring illuminationi
the illumination on a surface one foot square on
which there is a uniformly distributed flux of one
lumen. (33t^)

i*. Footcandle scale of effectiveness - An approximate geometric
series of footcandle values representing •°,u*l
steps in visual effectiveness, e.g. 1, 2, 5, 10.
20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 footcandles. These
steps reoresent about the smallest ones which will
result in obvious and significant improvements in
seeing. (27«389)
4b. Ideal footcandle levels - The levels of ill«f ^lon £ifopn*k8
it possible for specific individuals to perform
specific tasks with maximum ease, or conversely,
with a minimum expenditure of human resources.
(29i399)
4c. Recommended footcandle levels - They are Jf^"9,^!?
threshold and ideal footcandle levels. <2?iW5>

*4d. Relative Footcandles - A scale of illumination values associated
with the Luekiesh - Moss Visibility Meter. The
values are designated as "relative" since a given
illumination upon a visual task is arbitrarily
assumed as a base in developing the scale of relative footcandle values. (27i39<*)
l*e. Threshold footcandle levels - These are levels of illumination
at which sDecific individuals can barely oerform
specific tasks of seeing. (29t398)
5

Reflection-factor - The ratio of the light reflected by the
object to the incident light. The term reflectance
is also used to denote the same characteristic.
(27i393)

5a. Diffuse reflection-factor - The ratio of the AfftM^T *•fleeted light to the incident light. (27«387)
5b. Specular reflection-factor - The ratio of the soecularly reflected light to the incident light. Polished or
glossy surfaces reflect light specularly. (27i3W
6.

Normal vision - The ability to recognise test characters whose
critical details subtend visual angles of 1 minute,
or less. A visual rating of 20/20 is usually considered as normal. However, the ability to "cognize 20/20 characters is not necessarily indicative
of normal vision from the viewpoint of ease of
seeing. (27«391)

6a. vl8iDiaa
Visibility
y - A term denoting the intensity of a M******
''
8tlnuiu8 which evokes a visual perception and dis
crimination. (27i395)
The visibility of an object, or of a visual task
such as this printed page, is a ■••«*•?' hf* f,r
It is above threshold visibility. A device so
designed and calibrated to measure how much is
necesW to reduce the visibility to the threshold
the object or task actually is. (30i2W

anS understanding of words or other symbols. (27.1)

Those details and objects which must bn seen for
the performance of a riven activity. (3}f46)
7,

Visual Threshold - The border-line between visibility and invisibility. Threshold is sometimes confused with
sensitivity which is actually its reciprocal or
Inversei i.e. as sensitivity increases, the
threshold becomes lower. (27t395)

7a

Threshold size - The minimum size barely visible under riven
seeinjs conditions. Similarly, threshold brightness or threshold contrast is the minimum perceptible under riven seeing conditions. (30t279)

CHAPTER II
PROCEDURE
The history and development of residential lighting standards
were reviewed .for the most part

in the Illuminating Engineering

Journals, and are summarized here in chronological order from 1906
to 1970.

The procedure was to study articles pertaining to research

related to reoosaendations for lighting standards for visual tasks
in the home, noting the quantity and the quality of the lighting.
The literature reviewed was concerned mainly with, (1) the
bases of the Illuminating Engineering Society (IBS) standards for
lighting as stated in the handbooks, (2) the test conditions such
as room sise, subjects, types of lighting, and visual tasks, (3)
the kinds of research instruments developed to measure the quantity
and the quality of lighting, and (4) changes in footcandle recommendations for venous residential visual tasks.
A brief history of the Illuminating Engineering Society
and the Illuminating Engineering Research Institute (IERI) is
presented to explain the goals and aims of these two organisations
and their influence and encouragement in establishing research in
illuminating engineering.
The 6* year span was studied and divided into two sections i
the first ** years from 1906 to 1950, in which the direct method
for illumination research was used, and the next 20 years from

1950 to 1970 in which the indirect method of illumination research
was used.
In the direct method of determining illumination requirements
the investieator selects a task, a set of task conditions and a
measure of oerformance.

The effect of varyine levels of illumination

uoon the speed of Derformance of the task was determined for the
subjects.
In the indirect method the visibility of a practical task was
equated to the visibility of a standard test object for which litrhtine
requirements had been standardized.
Since this study was concerned with reviewing the literature,
the order of the text deviates from the usual in that the procedure
chapter follows the introduction and purpose.

CHAPTER

in

THE HISTORY OF THE ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY
In October 1905t a young consulting electrical and lighting
engineer, Mr. Louis B. Marks, wrote a letter to a friend initiating
the idea of forming a Society of Illuminating Engineers.

Through his

Dersistent efforts, the first official meeting was held January 10,
1906 at which time the name of the Society, constitution and by-laws
were adopted.

According to Hibben, the Illuminating Engineering

Society's goal was dedicated toward "... the advancement of the theory
and practice of illuminating engineering and the dissemination of
knowledge relating thereto." (l6il50)

President Marks stressed in

his inaugural address the "needs for better ratings of illuminants,
more exact standards, and better methods of Judging quality of illumination." (16t148)
The first four years of the Society* s work was dedicated to
improving the organisation and its internal mechanism and develooing
its function as a forum for discussion.

Succeeding years saw the

creation of a profession of illuminating engineering and efforts
toward public education.

Laboratory research developed slowly at

first, then reports began to reach the public in the 1920's telling
man the story of light as related to his work, home life, recreation,
comfort and general bodily well-being.

However, the acceptance or

understanding of these new concepts was not given widespread or continuous national promotion until the early 1930*s.

In developing

the field of residential lighting, the activities were centered
around dissemminatlng the science of light and lighting in a form
understandable to laymen.

Lighting performance recommendations of

the Illuminating Engineering Society stimulated progress in the design of portable lamps and fixtures which better fulfilled sound
lighting principles. (11)
In the 19**0»s with the Residence Lighting Forums in operation,
another independent organieation, the Illuminating Engineering Research Institute, was organlted.

Its purpose was to make possible

a continuing scientific study of the relationship of light and sight.
The IERI's research aim was "to determine the quantity of light Man
requires for specific working tasks, and to determine the effect of
Man's luminous environment on his ability to see the task (the quality
of lighting)."

(17i*K>6)

The IERI's first accomplishment was to make

possible the development of research instruments and measuring devices to execute the research.

These developments changed some of

the recommendations for levels of illumination for various visual
tasks.

The basis of modern day lighting practices of footeandle re-

commendations for working and leisure visual tasks are the practical
results of this researeh. (15)
In reviewing the literature no listing was found prior to 193^
of recommended footcandles for visual tasks.

However, Luckiesh stated

in "Footcandlas for Critical Seeing" in 1921, that five to 10 footcandles wars recommended for sawing on light sroods and 10 to 20 footcandlas for sewinp on dark (roods.
wara spaeifiad.

For of flea work, 10 footcandlas

In 1930, 10 to 15 footcandlas were raconnandad for

sawing on light goods, and 25 to 100 footcandlas for sawing on dark
goods. (28)
Tha first listing of footeandle recommendations was made in
193**. (32) Sea Tabla 1.
no author indicated.

This was included in a journal article with

Subsequently, the lighting handbooks of the

Illuminating Engineering Society for the years 19*7, 1952, 1959, and
1966 published recommended footeandles for visual tasks in the home.
(18), (19), (20), (21) Table 1 comDares the changes and increases
in recommended footcandlas from 193^ to 1966.

Since some of the

visual task headings were changed as time passed, some of the recommendations for tasks could not be compared.

From 193^ to 1952,

the footcandlas were liated separately under the headings of casual
reading, prolonged reading, writing, and study.

Between 1952 and

1959, there was a change in wording from reading, writing and atudying to reading and writing including studying, books, magazines, newspaper » handwriting, reproduction and poor copies« desk or study.
Therefore, blank spaces resulted from 1952 to 1959.

One might aasume

that prolonged reading corresponds to handwriting, reproduction and
poor copies, and that casual reading corresponds to reading and
writing including studying, books, magaainas, newspaper.

If ao.
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TABLE 1.

RECOMMENDED FOOTCANDLES FOR HOME TASKS 1934 - 1966

W

1952

1959

1966

5

2-5

5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5

10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10

2-5

5

5

10
10

10
10

10

10

5

5

30
30
30

30
30
30

40
20
20

40
20
20
30

30

40

70
70

70
70

40

70

70

1934
GENERAL LIGHTING

Maine

Living
Library
Sunroom
Entrance Hall
Stairways & Landings
Hallways, passage areas
Bedrooms
Recreation or Family Room
Areas involving visual tasks
Kitchen
Bathroom
Laundry
READING
Prolonged periods, small type
Casual periods, large type
WRITING
READING & WRITING, incl.studying
books, magaelne, newspaper
HANDWRITING, reproduction, poor copies
DESKS, STUDY
READING MUSIC SCORES
Advanced
Advanced-score substandard site

5-10

5-10

20-50
10-20
10-20

20-50

40

100+ 150+

20
10

30

30

100+ 100+ 150*
80
20-50

200
100

200
100

40
20

50
30

50
30

20

20

50

50

10-30

40

40

50

50

5-10

10
40

10
20

30
30

30
30

10-20
10-20

40
40

40
40

70
50

70
50

10-20

40

40

50

50

10-30

40

40

Intermediate
Simple
SEWING

Dark fabrics (fine detail)
Prolonged periods (light to
medium fabrics)
Occasional (light fabrics)
Occasional (course thread)
Prolonged average sewing
MIRRORS
Dressing table, make-up
grooming, light on face
Bathroom, shaving, light
on face
GAME TABLES
Card table
Ping pong
KITCHEN
Sink
Range & Work Counters
LAUNDRY
tubs. Ironing Board, Ironer
HANDCRAFT
Work Bench

10-20

20

50-100

40
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then the footeandle

recommend a tions for prolonged reading and desk

or study increased from 20 footcandles in 193** to 70 footcandles in
1966.
In 193^t the footeandle recommendations ranged from two footcandles for stairways, landings and passage areas to 100+ footcandles
for sewing on dark fabrics.

In 1966, the footeandle recommendations

ranged from 10 footcandles for stairways, landings, and Dassage areas
to 200 footcandles for sewing on dark fabrics.

No previous research

had been done on reading music scores until 1950 so that in 195? *
new visual task was added to the recommendations.

The most notice-

able increase in recommended footcandles in all areas was between
the years 1952 *«* 1959.
It can be noted from the recommendations in terms of footcandles that sewing on dark fabrics was considered to be the most
difficult visual task not only in 193** but in 1966 as well.

The

footeandle reccmnendations for sewing on dark fabrics notioeably
increased from 100+ footcandles in 193* to 200 footcandles in 1966.
The one visual task for which the recommendation decreased
was for ping pong game tables.
commended.

In 1?*7, W footcandles were re-

In 1952, the recommendation was 20 footcandles.

increase to 30 footcandles was recommended in 1959.

An
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CHAPTER IV
THE DIRECT METHOD OF ILLUMINATION RESEARCH
1906 - 1950
In the direct method of determining illumination requirements
the investigator selects a task, a set of task conditions and a measure of performance.

The effect of varying levels of illumination

upon the performance index, speed of performance, was determined for
the visual subjects. (2)

In the direct method each visual task was

studied separately.
Since the beginning of the Illuminatiner Engineering Society
66 years ago, the fundamental question has been the quantity and
quality of light required for visual tasks.

From the literature,

one surmises that the committee members gathered available information together and then, by common agreement, published some levels
of illumination as recommendations.

Apoarently in the early days,

1906 to 1917, light sources were ooorly developed and whatever footcandles they provided established the levels to be recommended.

From

1917 to 1922. the index for increased illumination was raised as the
quantity of light from fixtures increased.

The ability to see fine

detail in visual tasks became the test for establishing quantity of
light recommended, apparently without controlling other influencing
factors such as time of viewing and contrast of background.

Then in

13
the late twenties, Cobb and MOBS determined the four fundamental
factors of seeing which were interrelated.

They were siee of detail,

contrast of detail with background, time interval of seeing, and the
brightness of the task. (10)

In Cobb and Moss's plan, the variables

were studied over a wide ranee using a series of a standard test
object (parallel black bars on a white ground) of various sizes
ranging from the smallest visible bar to the largest bar useable on
this apparatus.

The test object could be shown in all grades of

contrast with its background from ths ooint of zero difference to the
deepest black on white.

To reduce the contrast, the subject viewed

the object through a slanting unsilvered Dlateglass reflector.
Throughout a group of experiments, it was not only oossible to keep
the background at any desired brightness, but by separate control of
the illumination upon the reflected surface and the test object, the
contrast could be varied between the object and its background.

A

rotating disc upon which the test object was mounted was arranged so
that it could be stopped and started almost instantly, thereby accurately controlling and measuring the duration of the stopping time.
The four variables were dependent and each had to be considered in
relation to the others.

The objectlvs of the research was to assist

the lighting engineer in determining the level of illumination for a
riven task. (U)

lif

Demonstration V1BU>1 Teat
FVom these and other evidences of visual effects. Dr. Matthew
luekiesh and his associates developed numerous research studies. The
Demonstration Visual Test developed in 1931 by Luekiesh and Moss
proved to be a valuable research tool and accurate measuring device
which demonstrated the influence of four visibility factors, siie,
contrast, brightness, and time, upon rate of performing the task.
The test-object consisted of a capital letter formed by small breaks
in a pattern of parallel diagonal lines printed on a gray background.
In the first edition of the test, each pattern was printed on a separate card.

The complete test was in the form of a pack of 52 cards,

later the test was developed in booklet form.
were printed on each of a number of MM.
were used as in the card test.

Four of the test cards

Thirteen capital letters

They appeared on the four patterns

per page and on the various pases in haphazard order.

The booklet

test was comprised of thirteen pages and each letter aPP~red four
times.

The purpose of the test-object wa, to denote the effect of

intensity of footeandles upon seeing.

It was designed to be effective

over a range of on. to 50 footeandles.

The significant result of the

test was that the individual subject's rate of working increased with
the higher level- of illumination. (*)

In the late thirties, a m.

instrument was developed to measure footeandles needed for various
visual tasks.

15
tuckiesh-Moss Visibility Meter
In the Science of Seeing (1937), Iuckiesh and Moss described
the development of the Visibility Meter, an instrument which represented the first oractical means for use in the study of visual tasks
and the illumination requirements for those tasks.

The instrument

was comprised of two circular colorless filters having orecise
gradients in density so that when placed in front of the eyes it
mi*ht be rotated simultaneously while the subject held the instrument
in the same position as eyeglasses are worn and turned the disk which
rotated the gradients until the visual threshold of the task or object
was reached.

The visual threshold is the level of barely seeing

The

filter by means of absorption reduces the brightness of the visual
field and by its diffusing characteristic, lowers the contrast of the
object with its background. (26)

In other words, the "Visibility

Meter produces threshold conditions by simultaneously altering both
brightness and brightness-contrast." (25.31)

The primary function

of the Visibility Meter was to determine the relative visibility of
the visual task and to recommend the footcandles needed. (25)
The Luckiesh - Moss Visibility Meter was calibrated under
certain prescribed visual conditons including a standard visual task
consisting of richt point type (Bodonl rook Monotyoe) illuminated to
a level of 10 footcandles.

The subject with so-called normal vision

viewed the task through the instrument at a distance of 1* inches.
The 10 footcandles at 1A inches then became the recommendation.

The
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recommended footcandle scale values are meaningful if the Visibility
Meter is used In a manner equivalent to that in which it is calibrated.

When six point tyDe is viewed under similar conditions, 17

footcandles are indicated on the scale of recommended footcandles.
The eight Doint type illuminated to 10 footcandles has the same
degree of visibility as that of six point type illuminated to 17
footcandles.

It should not be assumed, that these two tasks having

the same degree of visibility under similar conditions, may be performed with equal ease.

Ease of seeing- to some degree relies on

other factors than the visibility of the object observed.

The

authors concluded the results were due to obvious "differences in
the rate, exactness, and continuousness with which the task must be
oerformed." (25i32)

The first lighting problem solved outside the laboratory by
the Visibility Meter was that of a firm considering a change from
(1) reading printed forms upon which certain data from legal documents was typed to (2) reduced photostatic copies of the original
documents.

Luekiesh and Moss were ask* to evaluate the footcndle

requirement for these two tasks.

The visibility of the two tasks

was measured under identical lighting conditions with the results
being that the photostatic form require about three times as much
light as the other form for equal visibility and ease of seeing.
It was recommend* that the footcndle level be tripled if the
photostatic form were used. (25)
Luekiesh wrote that with the progression of basic research
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and analysis, it had become evident that every visual task could ba
considarad from two viewpoints, the visibility of critical details
and the ease of seeing.

It was clear that tha only definite visibili-

ty level was threshold visibility which is "to be able to baraly see".
Since the visibility level of a task is influenced by the brightness
level of the task, the diffuse reflectance of the task mist be taken
into account for tha footeandle level to be meaningful.

The threshold

footcandla level for viewing a visual task or object is neither desirable nor acceptable for prolonged seein*.

The ideal footeandle

level is reached when the over .11 efficiency of the human seeing
machine is at a maximum.

Any recommended footcandla level is a com-

promise until it is determined an ideal footcandla level which results in maximum ease of seeing. (3D
One of the major objectives of the Illuminating Engineering
Society was to establish .pacification of footcandles on a sound
scientific basis.

For a portion of the orecedin* year, discussed,

it can be noted that some of the lighting recommendation, resulted
from sou* experiments.

Accordin* to Luckiesh, the reco-endations

should originat. only from m^ningful measurements with tha aid of
.ppropriate device. .«, in terms of proper unit,.
M

Subs.^.ntly.

the basic knowledge av.il.bla from orevlous years, -or. definite

steps were taken toward fittin* tha footcandla to varies visual tasks.
(20)

This led to the publication of a -..commended Practice of Home

Lighting."

IB
Recommended Practice Of Hogg Lighting
For the first time in 19**5t the Illuminating Engineering
Society issued a "Recommended Practice of Home Lighting."

The pur-

Dose of this publication was to enable architects, home owners, and
builders to design interior lighting systems which provided for the
seeing needs of the average family.

The recommendations were re-

Drinted in 19**7 with minor revisions. (6)

A table for footcandle

recommendations for the home for general lighting and specific visual
tasks was included.

These same recommendations appeared in the 19**7

ISS Lighting Handbook. First Edition.

Considerable explanation was

given to the essentials of good lighting which included the quantity
of light needed for varied visual tasks in the homej the quality of
lighting needed to insure comfort in viewing the visual tasks by
controlling light distribution and diffusing materials; the effect
of quantity of light and color characteristics of light on room
colorsj and the lighting needs of each major room of the average
home, i.e. wattages, light distribution, type of fixture, placement
of fixture.
The -Recommended Practice of Home Lighting" seemed to be a
good source of information for lighting recommendations for the home
based on adequate research at the time it was published.
The "Recommended Practice of Home Lighting" was followed in
19^6 by the oublieation, "Lighting Performance Recommendations for
Portable and Installed Residence Luminaires."

This publication was

19
based on extensive research and tests.

Its purpose was to orovide an

improved standard of liehtine performance for portable or installed
luminaires intended for use in the home.

The recommendations, when

incorporated in the desien of fixtures, would produce luminaires
which should provide the quantity and quality of liehtine specified
in the "Recommended Practice of Pome Liehtine." (7)
It aDoeared that the "Liehtine Performance Recommendations for
Portable and Installed Residence Luminaires" was based on satisfactory research and tests, although the IES liehtine committee believed
that the report was not entirely comprehensive as many eaps in research data were found.
were not evident.

In the report, the eaos in research data

A considerable amount of information concerning

quality of liehtine was discussed.
ducted after this publication.

Many research studies were con-

The first specific visual task

studied was bathroom mirror lifting for shavine.
Bathroom Mirror Lighting For Shaving
In 1947, • study was done on "An Valuation of Methods and
Fixtures Used for Bathroom Mirror Liehtine" by Fahsbender and Priest.
The inve.tie.tion w». to study certain lighting effect, of several
types of fixtures installed .t . bathroom mirror, specifically for
the task of shavine.

Also, the general liehtine result was observed

and illumination data assembled in some cases.

There were 13 in-

candescent and fluorescent type, of fixtures tested.

Both the foot-

cndle. produced .nd brightness of the fixtures were the me.sures

?0
used to compare the fixtures.

The test room simulated a typical

bathroom. (12)
The procedures for the tests were used in accordance with
those set forth in the IES "Lighting Performance Recommendations for
Portable and Installed Residence Lundnaires."

The basic test ooint

was 61 inches above the floor and ?0 inches away from the mirror.

The

center of a 10 inch panel was the point used for positioning a multicell, color-corrected, diffusing plate in accordance with the specified requirements.

The test panel could be rotated horizontally

making it easier to obtain readings at the following locations i a
full face view, a left and a right cheek view.

Illumination values

In the three positions were taken with the multi-cell, color-corrected,
diffusing plate combined with a microammeter.
lated into footcandles.

The values were calcu-

Detailed data and illustrations on each test

were given showing the fixtures used and lighting results produced on
the subject's face. (12)
Some conclusions from the study included the followingi not
many lighting bracket arrangements would maintain the five footcandles
specified for general illumination stated in the "Recommended Practice
of Home Lighting."

Side bracket lighting contributed more acceptable

lighting for shaving or make-up than a single bracket over the mirror.
A lower mounting height of fixtures from five feet six inches to five
feet one inch resulted in higher lighting levels under the chin.

A

central ceiling fixture was recommended for all bathrooms if satisfactory general illumination in the recommended range was to be not
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only attained but maintained.

Wall brackets were recommended as

supDlementary units for tasks related to the mirror.

An overall

evaluation of footcandle requirements was not done in this study.(12)
The authors rated five of the 13 fixtures as pood, five as
fair and three as Door.

The five fixtures rated as pood included an

incandescent lamp with two side-mirror brackets, two fluorescent lamp
side-mirror brackets, one fluorescent lamp circular reflector, and
one fluorescent with two side-mirror brackets and an RS sunlamp over
the mirror bracket.

The footcandles produced on the full face view

for the fixtures rated as pood ranged from 2fl to 39 footcandles, on
the left and rieht cheek (averaged together) the ranee was from 15
to 33 footcandles, under the chin the range was from IS to 29 footcandles.

The fixtures rated as (rood generally reduced the bright-

ness of lieht to a comfortable level with little loss of footcandles.
^he fixtures rated as poor created brightnesses too great for comfort.

These included an incandescent over-mirror bracket, and an

incandescent recessed unit.

The fixtures rated as fair created

some uncomfortable brightnesses and shadows, but were considered
more acceptable than the units rated as poor. (12)
"An Evaluation of Methods and Fixtures Used for Bathroom
Mirror Lighting" seemed to be a comprehensive investigation of
lighting fixtures available at that time and of their placement at
the bathroom mirror.

The method and test orocedures were considered

by the investigator to be sufficiently rigorous to obtain adequate
data for llghtln* recommendations.

The study stressed the need for
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data of other lighting applications in the homo.

Eoth the quantity

and the quality of the light provided by the fixtures were considered.
Following the wide acceptance of and the need for such data as described in the study reported above, investigations were conducted in
other phases of the general subject.
Lighting For Reading In Bed
In 19**8, Fahsbender and Presbrey completed a study on "Performance Analysis of Available Lighting for Reading in Bed."

The

scope of the investigation was to study a group of luminaires used
for reading in bed and the lighting results produced by them.

The

purpose of the study was to evaluate the local lighting effects.
Observations were made of general illumination and brightness values
and data was assembled.
luminaires were studied.

A total of 17 incandescent and fluorescent
These included portable lamps, wall-mounted

luminaires, and bed-mounted fixtures.

A test room model of an

average bedroom was constructed. (13)
The recommended level for casual periods of reading with
larger type was 20 footcandles and for prolonged periods of reading
with smaller type was W) footcandles.

These values were specified

in "Lighting Performance Recommendations for Portable and Installed
Residence Luminaires" for * reading plane of 12 inches high,

1U inches

wide, and 26 inches above the floor tilted at an angle of *5 degrees
from the vertical.

Illumination measurements were made of five in-

dividual readings, Mir each corner and the center of the test plane,
and then averaged.

The instrument used to make the reading was a
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color-corrected, multi-cell diffusing plate used in conjunction with
a nderoammeter calibre.ted in footeandles.

Detailed data and illustra-

tions were given in each test and the lighting results produced on
the test plane. (13)
In general, the following conclusions were reachedt for illumination on the test plane 11 of the 17 luminaires woduced at least
20 footeandles which is the recommended level for casual reading in
the "Recommended Practice of Home Lighting." Only three of the 11
provided W) footeandles recommended for prolonged reading.

Included

in the eleven 20 footcandle luminaires, two were spotlight type,
two were table lamps and the others were some type of wall-mounted
units.

Two of the three 1*0 footcandle luminaires were acceptable

for general as well as local illumination.

Less uniform distribution

of illumination was provided by spotlights, units attached to headboard and table lamps with opaque shades than by wall-mounted units
and table lamps with translucent shades.

Only 10 luminaires were

rated as satisfactory with respect to room illumination, five were
not acceptable, and seven of the luminaires tested had greater
source brightness than specified In "Lighting Performance Recommendations for Portable and Installed Residence Luminaires."

Spotlight

and units attached to the headboard, if used as the only light source
in room, were not considered satisfactory.

Generally, wall-mounted

luminaires were most satisfactory, as well as were table lamps with
diffusing bowls. (13)
It appeared that "Performance Analysis of Available Lightine

2k
for D.eadini? in Bed" was a eomDrehensive investigation of the
performance of lighting fixtures typical of those used for reading
in bed.

The recommended standards of lighting for reading in bed

were considered adequate with regard to both quantity and quality
of lighting.

However, the authors emphasised the need for further

study and development in this lighting field.

Further investigations

were conducted that same year in the area of kitchen lighting.
Kitchen Lighting For General.
Sink And Range Areas
"An Appraisal of Kitchen Lighting Elements" by Reynolds and
Kakilty was also done in 19**8.

The purpose of the study was to

determine the performance of several types of luminaires for kitchen
lighting.

The study waa divided into three partsi

general illu-

mination, sink lighting and range lighting. (3*0
To measure general illumination, the test kitchen was that
of an average email kitchen with counters, sink, range, cabinets,
refrigerator and snack bar.

A Weston Illumination Meter was used

to measure the footcandle readings from 15 fixtures including incandescent and fluorescent lamps.

Detailed data and illustrations were

given for each luminaire tested and the lighting reeulte produced
on the general area.

The results showed thati a center ceiling

fixture waa not the complete solution for properly lighting a kitchen, and that added local illumination was needed for good lighting
to exist.

All but three of the lwdnaires tested provided the re-

quired footcandles when no aubjeot was standing at the various work
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surfaces.

When the subject m standing at the various work surfaces,

the footcandles decreased because the task was in the subject's
shadow. (3*)
The next phase of the study pertained to the sink and underthe-cabinet lighting.

First only the sink area was considered.

dummy end-wall was constructed in a completely closed in room.

A
The

test target consisting of fifteen 8 inch squares was placed horisontally on top of the sink and directly beneath the soffit ceiling.
The Weston Illumlnoneter was used to take footcandle readings in the
center of each square.

Three different subjects made readings and

the results were averaged.

Also taken into consideration was the

specular reflection from pots, pans, and the sink Itself.
ness readings were made with a brightness meter.

The bright-

The results showed

thati only six of the over-the-sink luminaire combinations provided
UO footcandles or more.

The combinations that were usually sold on

the market for over-the-sink lighting provided less than 10 footcandles.

The footcandle values over the test target ranged free

k.Z for one 20-watt fluorescent lamp to 99 for a 150-watt PAR-38
reflector spot. (3*0
For under-the-cabinet lighting, front edee lighting was preferred over lighting at the back wall.

The footcandle average was

greater in front edge lighting and the work areas were more uniformly
covered with light.

For a 15-att fluorescent lamp, the footcandle

values were 37.8 for front edge lighting compared to 29.3 f* ****
at the back wall.

The test procedure for determining the under-the-
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cabinet liehtine values was the same as that used in the sink liehtine
experiments. (3*0
For the ranee area a test was conducted to determine the
efficiency of 13 liehtine equipment units lncoroorated in the ranee.
They were tested in complete darkness.

The units utilized incan-

descent and fluorescent lamps both shielded and unshielded.
candles varied considerably on the top of each ranee.

Foot-

Practically

no lieht reached the inside of pots, kettles, and deep-well cookers.
It was the authors opinion that more thought for perforaanee of the
task should be eiven in desienine liehtine equioment incorporated
in the ranee.

No details of the test procedure were given for ranee

liehtine. (3*0
"An Appraisal of Kitchen Liehtine Elements" seemed to provide adequate data for makine recommendations on the quality and
quantity of liehtine provided by the luminaires tested for eeneral
kitchen liehtine, sink liehtine and ranee liehtin*.

The author of

the present study believed that the investieation and results of
ranes area liehtine should have included more details.

Immediately

followine the kitchen liehtine study, an investieation was conducted
on desk or study liehtine.
n««w Of Study Lighting
In 19U9, "Studies of Liehtine and Seelne for the Student at
Rome" was done by Mary E. Webber.

The purpose of the investieation

was to analyse the liehtine results obtained from 20 luminaires
used for home study. (35)
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The desk placement was in three locations i flat against the
wall, corner of the room, and center of the room.
was of flat, non-glossy paint.

The desk too finish

The subject's eye oosition was **4

inches above the floor and 1** inches above the desk top.

Portable

wall, floor and table lamps were selected for the tests.

A test

plane was placed on too of the desk tops where five illumination
measurements were taken at both horizontal and tilted positions.
A five inch diffusing test plate was used for illumination measurement.

The Luckiesh - Taylor Brightness Meter was used to measure

brightness.

The author did not attempt to comDletely appraise the

individual luminaires tested but to emphasise ooints affecting their
lighting performance. (35)
The eonolusiona of the study included the following i the
majority of luminaires tested attained the UO footcandles recommended
for studying, and several exceeded this.

The most favorable illumination

of the tilted plane came from four fixtures i the tallest table lamp,
the floor lamp, and two luminaires placed directly over the work
center.

Five of the luminaires did not provide as much distribution

of illumination over the desk top as did the use of two luminaires or
one of lineal dimension placed over the desk center.

In eight of the

tests, there was an undesirable change in visibility level from one
section of the test plane to the other due to non-uniformity of
illumination.

The brightness ratio of three to one between visual

task and surroundings seemed sufficient for study situations.

Seven

of the luminaires provided the three to one brightness ratio without
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additional room liehtine. (35)
"Studies of Liehtins and Seein? for the Student at Home" seemed
to adequately analyse the quantity and quality of the luminaires
tested for desk or study liehtine.

The evaluations of the luminaires

appeared to be sound and fairly comolete.

Durine this same year,

another study was conducted pertainine to laundry task liehtine.
Laundry Task Llehting
"Laundry Liehtine Requirements" by A.W. Kakilty was presented
in 19^9.

It was a preliminary investieation to evaluate three types

of luminaires for laundry room liehtine.

The room was a corridor

type shape where the automatic washer, laundry sink and work surfaces
were situated alone on© wall and the freezer unit which was used as
the clothes sortine table was alone the other wall.

The flat Dlate

ironer was located at one end. (23)
The liehtine layout consisted of three different ways to
illuminate the roomi four bare 100-watt lamps placed in each corner
of the room, four two-tube 40-watt white fluorescent units placed
in each corner of the room, three units of three 40-watt white
fluorescent lamps in each unit in a row in the center of the ceilin*.
For eeneral liehtine, the four bare 100-watt lamps resulted in footcandle readines of 23.5 «t the ironer, l'.O at the sink, 1M ■* the
washer and 8.5 at the sortine table.
averaeed 20.5.

The footcandle readings

The four two-tube fcO-watt white fluorescent units

resulted in footcandle readines of 25.5 at the ironer, 11.5 at the

-
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sink, 17.5 **

th

« w»sher and 8.5 at the sorting table.

was 26.5 footcandles.

The average

For the three units of UO-watt white fluorescent

lamps in a row, the footcandle readings were UO.O at the ironer, W..5
at the sink, *O.0 at the washer and 35.5 at the sorting table.
average was ^3 footcandles.

The

No attempt was made to compare the

lighting outputs of each system.

It was not intended to compare the

average footcandles or the footcandles at one point in one lighting
layout with the second or third lighting layout.

T*e significance

of the general lighting measurements was that out of the three possible
layouts, only one system had as much light at most of the working
centers as the average of the entire room. (23)
The subjects used the Luckiesh - Moss Visibility Meter
to measure illumination at the various areas in the home laundry.
They worked independently of each other reaching their own conclusions
concerning the amount of light required for each task.

The averaged

results included 5.1 footcandles for loading an automatic washer, 6.2
footcandles for sorting clothes, 27 footcandles for setting dials on
the washer, 9.3 footcandles for ironing on an automatic flat plate
ironer.

The Visibility Meter was also used to test the effects of

various types and colors of lamps on samples of white clothes that had
been "lightly" and "heavily" scorched with a hand iron.

The foot-

candles required for seeing "lightly" scorched cloth ranged from a
mntaum of 1*7.5 for a 100-wmtt daylight incandescent to a maximum
of 105.0 for two W)-watt fluorescent white.

For "heavily" scorched

cloth, using the same 1-dn.ire. mentioned above, the footcandles
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required for seeing the scorch ranged from a minimum of 15.0 to a
maximum of U6.0 resoeetively.

The authors believed that these ob-

servations seemed to Indicate that not only the type and quality of
luminaires but also the color characteristic had considerable effect
on seeing certain items. (23)
The conclusions of this study included the followingi it was
recommended that all lighting in laundry areas be well diffused to
avoid harsh shadows cast by the worker.

The task of sorting clothes

in the washer required 5.1 footcandles.

These were listed as the

minimum number of footcandles necessary for "threshold seeing".

It

would seem reasonable to recommend 10 footcandles as a good minimum
over all lighting in a laundry area.

At specific locations such as

reading dials on automatic machines the absolute minimum was recommended to be 27 footcandles.

Ten footcandles was not sufficient

where careful observation was necessary, i.e. the footcandle readings
required for seeing "light" and "heavy" scorching ranged from U7.5 to
105, therefore, it would seem Drobable to recommend a minimum of U0
footcandles over the entire working Diane of the ironing board or
ironer.

The authors recommended that further study be done to de-

termine whether or not color characteristics of lamos over the ironing area make a difference in the ability to see. (?3)
"Laundry lighting Requirements" utilized a different aDproach
in aopraising the luminaires investigated by using a completely
equipped laundry in a home instead of simulating a test room.

The
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authors realised that there were other possibilities for lighting
a laundry area.

It appeared to ba a good starting point from which

further research studies could be continued.

It seemed that the

measurement of footcandles on the specific task areas provided
satisfactory data for recommending changes in footcandle levels for
ths laundry area.

After this study, an investigation was conducted

the following year on hand sewing in the home.
Hand Sewing Lighting
"Lighting and Seeing Conditions for Hand Sewing in the Hone"
was done by Fahsbender and Presbrey in 1950.

The purpose of the study

was (1) to investigate the lighting conditions most satisfactory for
hand sewing in the hone, and (2) to determine what tyoe of available
light sources would provide these conditions.
investigation are reported separately. (1U)

The two parts of the
The first oart dealt

with studying the lighting conditions most desirable for hand sewing
in the hone.

Since there was a wide variety of seeing tasks for the

many types of sewing, it was necessary to select a sinple sewing task
that could be used as a standard.

The task chosen was the ability

to see a short section of 1/16 inch running stitch using matching
thread on five materialsi a plain, matte-finished, closely woven,
smooth white cotton i a similar material in nediun grayi a finer
weave in black matte-finished cottont and a white and a black rayon
satin, covering a wide range of reflectance values and degree of
specularity.

The Luekiesh - Moss Visibility Meter was used for the

3?
readings on the samples under 10, 20, UO, and BO footcandles.

From

totally direct light, totally Indirect light and a fifty-fifty combination of the two.

All of the light sources were Incandescent.

The

subject's eye was 14 inches from the task. (Ik)
The conclusions weret it appeared that differences in the
specularly reflected light from the thread and from the cloth that
reached the eye, and the minute shadows cast by the thread and by
the slight ridges which resulted from the tension of the stitches
were the main factors which enabled the eye to discern a stitch from
its background.

The specular reflection from the thread was found

to be helpful to visibility whereas specular reflection from the
material was found to be a hindrance.

Indirect light was the most

satisfactory for seeing on satins, however, for seeing on cottons
indirect light made the line of stitch difficult to see.

Under some

circumstances there was a greater improvement in visibility when the
anele in which the light striking the task changed rather than when
footcandles were increased.

Indirect illumination was lees satisfac-

tory than either direct or direct-indirect light for matte surfaced
fabrics.

The authors admitted that the conclusions for the first

part of the study were largely based on observations rather than test
results and that the actual visibility measurements were not adequately consistent to give statistical data of conditions which were
apuarent to the subjects.

(1*0

The second part of the study was to determine what type of
available light sources would provide the best lighting conditions
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for hand sewing in the hone.

The test procedure for the second Dart

of the investigation used all Incandescent light sources except for
two Dortables which combined fluorescent and Incandescent.

The

sources included table lamps, floor lamDs, wall lamps and recessed
units.

The test plane was 10 by 10 inches, 30 inches from the floor,

U5 degree angle with 14 inches from the subject's eyes to the center
of the test plane.

Footcandle measurements were made with a color-

corrected, multicell diffusing olate used in conjunction with a
microammeter calibrated in footcandles.

The measurements were made

in the center and each of the four corners of the test plane.

The

Luckiesh - Taylor Brightness Meter was used to take the brightness
measurements. (V*)
The authors made the following observations i they felt that
the recommended footcandle levels published in the"Reeommended
Practice of tTome Lighting* in 19^5 were not altogether adequate or
clearly defined on the basis of their test results and observations.
The authors recommended higher levels which from all indications
were more desirable.

It was impossible to set up any one standard of

optimum quantity and quality of light for all types of sewing.

For

most sewing tasks indirect light was less advantageous than direct
light.

The certified lamps or the 150-watt R-40 white indirect-lite

lamp, provided in general a good quality of light for sewing.

With

the exception of two table lamps, the luminaires did not provide
sufficient room lighting to maintain comfortable brightness ratios
with any task of reasonably high reflectance.

The portable lamps

3*
tasted Droduced A ranpe from 30 to 100 footcandT.es on the sewing
plane,

When table lamps were tested on a 25 inch table and the

subject seated on an IB inch high chair, there was comclete freedom
from direct glare.

Recessed reflector and Drojector spot and flood

lamps oroduced a high degree of uniform illumination on the test
olane.

However, the footcandle level provided by the floor lamps

were no greater than those orovided by the portable lamps.

The

SDot lamps urovided a ranee of 11? to ?00 footcandles, however, the
footcandle levels resulted in high source brightness. (1U)
It appeared that the authors had to some extent satisfactorily
investigated the quantity and quality of lightine fixtures for sewing
tasks.

They have Dointed out the need for valid measurements based on

adequate research rather than (mess-work.

Although the sewing task

encompasses many factors, it seemed the authors conducted the research
fully cognizant of its limitations.

By comparing the recommended

levels of illumination in the "Recommended Practice of Home Lighting"
in 19^5 and in this particular study, it was evident that Fahsbender
and Presbrey had used research techniques superior to those used
Dreviously.

In this same year, 1950, another investigation was eon-

ducted concerning lighting for the Diano.
Piano Score and Keyboard Lighting
In 1950, E.W. Commery and Mary E. Webber did a study on
"Lighting for the Piano in the Wome."

Before 1950, recommended

levels for oiano illumination had been based on experience and general
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accepted practice.

The purpose of the study was to determine

Illumination requirements for the three classifications of piano
scores thereby providing a basis for including footcandle recommendations for pianos in"Reeommended Practice of Home Lighting"! to establish
and locate a test plane area and to recommend limits of illumination
on itj to evaluate luminaires most frequently used for piano illumination i to give suggestions for luminaire designs to improve
lighting conditions for the piano area. (5)
Reading a piano score was believed to be comparable to readin*
books, thus the Lucklesh - Moss Visibility Meter was used to obtain
the visibility levels of the three classifications of piano scorest
elementary 10 footcandles, intermediate 20 footcandles, and advanced
kO footcandles.

The test plane was a 12 x 18 inch area on which five

illumination values were obtained at several positions and averaged
for each of the 12 luudnairee tested.

Th« Lucklesh - Taylor Bright-

ness Meter was used for brightness measurements. (5)
The following conclusions were madei due to the high contrast
and sice of the keys resulting in high visibility of the keyboard,
two to five footcandles were satisfactory.

A pair of lamps was

needed since it waa difficult to obtain satisfactory illumination
from floor and table lamps.

The general purpose floor lamps pro-

duced the most direct light on the plane, but the amounts were inadequate.

Although the light distribution was not the best, the

base of the swivel arm models could be placed on either side of the
piano.

The rack attached luminaires offered no over-all lighting

3*
imorovement over conventional oortable lamos and all created harsh
brightness ratios.

Celling mounted or recessed incandescent re-

flector and nrojector bulbs with flood distribution orovided the
smoothest light over the entire test Diane.

Four of the luminaires

tested were rated as very satisfactory, three were satisfactory,
two were fair, and three were Door. (5)
The authors recommended that an effort be made to obtain UO
footcandles or more in designing new luminaires j a Dair of table
lamps be develooed for Diano aDplicationj rack attachement units be
imDTOved both in scale and effectiveness. (5)
It aDpeared that "Lighting for the Piano in the Home" was
based on sound investigations.

The authors realized that the foot-

candle readings perhaDS were not actual measurements considering the
complex task of reading music scores in relation to foot and hand
activity for the entire performance of the player.

The footcandle

measurements were made on the snecific task area, i.e. reading
the scores, and were not concerned with the total performance of
the player.

However, a rational basis for recommended levels of

illumination for reading piano scores was established.

The following

year, another publication was published concerning recommended levels
of illumination.
Functional Visual Activities In The Home
In 1951, "The Functional Visual Activities in the Home" was

V
published.

This oublication was basically an extended revision of

Dart of the renort on "T.ifhtin<r Performance Recommendations for
Portable and Installed Residence Lundnaires."

It showed pictorially

where representative work olanes or areas were located at certain
ooints in the home.

This information was designed to aid luminaire

designers and lichtine engineers in determining the performance of
their designs, to

measure the performance of the installation, and

to help the home owner to locate oortable lamps for frood liB-htine.ffl)
"Functional Visual Activities in the Home", 1951, proved to
be more comprehensive in its aoplication of information and defined
more extensively the areas for aoplied liehtinP than "Liehtine Performance Recommendations for Portable and Installed Residence luminaires", 19W$.
"Recommended Practice of Residence lighting" was published
in 1953, presenting an extended study of lighting requirements for
family activities involving close visual tasks. (10)
It appeared that this publication was the most comprehensive
investigation published to that time and was based on many research
studies.

The recommended levels of illumination for visual tasks

in the home were the same as those listed in the 1952 IB Lighting;
Handbook, Second Edition.
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CHAPTER V
THE INDIRECT METHOD OF ILLUMINATION RESEARCH
1950 - 1970
An eight year research orogram was initiated in 1950 by Dr.
R, Richard Blackwell, Director of the Vision Research Laboratories
at the University of Michigan.

He developed a general indirect

method to determine the amount of light needed for tasks involving
various sizes of objects, contrasts, times of seeing and degree of
accuracy evaluated by visual performance criteria. (1)

Blackwell

stated that "the indirect method differs in that practical tasks
are only studied by visual task evaluation in comparison with a
standard test object, the performance data all having been collected on the standard test object."

(2i6?8)

The performance data on

the standard test object, which were circular targets, were measured
and collected first.

In the Indirect method, the visibility of a

oractical task was equated to the visibility of a standard test
object for which lighting requirements had been standardised.

The

research work was concerned only with the quantity of illumination
and involved numerous investigations.

Conclusions from these in-

vestigations served as the scientific basis for the footcandle
recommendations In the 1959 IES Lighting Handbook. Third Edition. (1)
The subjects used for "Development and Use of a Quantitative
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Method for Specification of Interior Illumination Levels on the Basis
of Performance Data" were mostly college students IB to 3? years of
age.

The subjects were selected on the basis of excellent sensory and

visual capacities, intelligence and high motivation.

It was presumed

that under these circumstances, the data represented optimal Derfomance as compared to older or younger subjects, oersons with
visual deficiencies or persons with less intelligence or motivation
who presumably might perform less well than the young adults. (1)
Under laboratory conditions the subjects knew exactly when
and where the object or task would appear and the dynamic eye movement conditions involved in performing the task.

The laboratory

set up consisted of a large cubicle illuminated from the sides by
concealed lighting.

The test SDot appeared at the appropriate time

in the center of the cubicle projected from the rear onto a translucent screen.

There were four Dossible time intervals during which

the test spot was projected with a buzzer sound indicating the beginning of each interval.
when the disc appeared.

The subject pressed one of four buttons
The size, contrast, and time of viewing

the disc could be varied as the brightness of the cubicle was raised.
The size or angular diameter of the disc varied from one minute to
64 minutes of arc, contrast from .01 to 300, time from .001 second
to one second and the background brightness of the cubicle from
.001 to 800 footlamberts. (10)
The size or angular diameter of the disc is measured from one
minute to 64 minutes of arc.

A circle has 360 degrees with 60 minutes

uo
in one decree.

The size or diameter of the disc target is deter-

mined by the size of the angle from the radius of the circle.

As

the angle increases so does the diameter of the disc which is projected on the screen, or the inverse.

Therefore, the diameter of

the disc target projected on the screen at 6U minutes of arch would
measure six inches from a determined distance.
The sizes of most field tasks ranee between one minute and
10 minutes, and 1/5 of a second is the time pause for the unhurried
eye in scanning common tasks.

It was found that seeing a task with

50 per cent accuracy or 50 oer cent of the time it was exposed, was
the condition for which the most accurate laboratory results could
be obtained statistically. This research led to the development of
two instrumentsi the Field Task Simulator (FTS) and the Visual Task
Evaluator (VTE). (10)
Field Task Simulator
The FTS simulated a field operation such as reading or workin?
on conveyor belt tasks where the eye must scan the details to be seen.
The subject was seated in a cubicle illuminated from overhead through
a translucent ceilintr.

There was a series of 50 circular olaques,

each four inches across, mounted on a revolving olatform which moved
beneath the eyes of the subject.

The subject's task was to in-

spect the 50 plaques for the presence of imperfections. (1) The results of the study showed that a factor of 15, not in footeandles but
in contrast, was the difference between a static laboratory condition

M
and a dynamic "moving-eye" field condition.

Therefore, "to see a

circular disc in the field as contrasted with the laboratory, one
would need the light necessary for that sane site test object with
a contrast of 1/15 of that of the static laboratory tasks." (lOtUl?)
Three time intervals were presented and called assimilations oer
second (APS).

For example, if the eye can see a given test object

of 1/5 second, it has the capacity to assimilate five bits of information in one second.

This is called the concept of visual caoacity

which Dr. Blackwell has advanced as the basis for the structure of
illumination recommendations.

Since studies of eye movements have

revealed that l/k to 1/5 second is the approximate cause of the eye
for ordinary scanning of tasks, five APS has been established as a
base for eye capacity to carry out a task. (10)
Visual Task Evaluator
The Visual Task Evaluator was the instrument used to determine
the lighting requirements of visual tasks.

It was a "sophisticated

visibility meter by means of which the ohysical difficulty of a visual
task is equated to viewing a four minute luminous disc test object,
for which a set of standard performance data has been established
through laboratory studies." (22,12)

It was "constructed on the

principle of reducing the contrast of the unknown configuration by
olacing over it a veiling brightness which, as it is increased, begins to "wash" out the details and brings the configuration to
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threshold of being ■MR," (10tU21)

Thus the configuration was clearly

visible to the subject until the veiling brightness was Increased so
that the details of the configuration washed out and became barely
visible.
The original Visual Task Evaluator was strictly a research
model designed for laboratory use and was used to determine lighting
requirements for 56 typical viewing tasks.

Recognizing a need for

sDecific imorovements. Dr. Blackwell developed a portable Visual
Task Evaluator for field use which was used extensively for several
years after 1962.

Prom this model several additional areas for im-

provement were recognised.

This led to the development of the third

Visual Task Evaluator which was about half the size and weight of
its predecessor.

In 1970, a fourth model of the Visual Task Evaluator

was being develoDed for soecial uses with movine tasks and objects
which are large in angular size. (??)
The Visual Task Evaluator was an optical device designed to
make a practical task and standard disc targets equivalent in visual
difficulty.

In using the Visual Task Evaluator, the subject first

viewed the visual task through one ootical system and adjusted it to
threshold visibility.

Then the subject viewed a standard disc target

through another optical system and adjusted it to threshold visibility.
The fact that both tasks were set at threshold visibility made them
equivalent to each other.

Once the equivalence was established, it

was oossibl. to establish the lighting required to see both the disc
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target and the task. (1)
In 195*, 56 visual tasks encountered in various everyday
activities were evaluated with the Visual Task Evaluator.

Some of

the results included the following for viewing pencil writing with
a number two pencil on matte white paoer, 63 footcandles were needed.
Seventy-six footcandles were required for writing dictation taken
with a number three pencil.

Reading a fourth carbon copy of a typed

letter required 133 footcandles.

For seeing white lines of blue print

showing through tracing paper, 400 footcandles were needed.

To see

orange chalkmarks on a brown tweed material, 266 footcandles were
required.

To find a broken black thread on a spinner bobbin re-

quired 2900 footcandles.

To see a brown stain on gray cloth re-

quired 1100 footcandles. (10)
It appeared that these numerous investigations by Dr. Blackwell during this eight year program developed an accurate measure
for determining footcandles for various visual tasks.

It was the

first time that actual lab conditions were set up and used to obtain statistical data by the indirect method for establishing recommended levels of illumination for visual tasks.
Dr. Elackwell continued his investigations which included a
variety of studies.

His objective was to improve upon his indirect

method of determining illumination requirements for visual tasks.
"Further Validation Studies of Visual Task Evaluation and Other Elements of an Earlier Illumination Specification System" were made in
1964.

One of the research studies was on "visual task evaluation of

I*

one printed sample studied in the Field Task Simulator." (10t635)
Performance data on visual tasks of interest under real-life conditions of seeing could be obtained from the FTS.

The task was to

detect spelline errors in a printed copy using the word PEOPLE.
There were no more than five incorrect samples among the 50 samples
mounted on the FTS. (2)
The experiments involved using only an informational content
of one word per second and only 1*1 footlamberts were used for the
background luminance.
was 15.7 minutes.

At threshold, the length of the word samoles

"The Visual Task Evaluator was used to equate two

oractical tasks in difficulty, and the validity of the equation was
checked with real-life performance data." (2,635)

The two tasks

were the printed samples on the FTS and the 5.5 minute luminous disc
target.

The number 5.5 refers to the diameter of the disc. (2)
In making the equivalence cheek, the physical contrast value

was determined by interpolation to be 0.0250.

Using the performance

data obtained from the FTS, it was established that a 5-5 minute
disc of contrast 0.0250 was equivalent to the 15.7 minute printed
sample of unity contrast, when specific errors in the printed
sample had to be recognized and the disc had to be detected.

The

Portable Visual Task Evaluator was also used to make an equivalence
check of the two tasks.

The orinted samole was reduced in contrast

until the oresenee of errors could be barelv recognized.

The 5.5

minute disc was viewed with the Visual Task Evaluator and the contrast induced until the printed samples could be barely recognized.
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The physical contrast of the disc was adjusted to visibility threshold
when viewed through the Visual Task Evaluator.

The result of this

study was that the ohysieal contrast was found to equal 0.0225.

The

value would have been 0.0250 if the equivalent check had been without
error.

Dr. Blackwell concluded that this experiment was good, con-

sidering the experimental difficulties. (2)
The instruments developed from Dr. Blackwell's studies were
used in other experiments for recommending levels of illumination as
published in "Design Criteria for Lighting Interior Living Spaces."
Design Criteria
In 1969, the Illuminating Engineering Society approved and
published "Design Criteria for Lighting Interior Living Spaces."
Its function was to serve as a guide for anyone who taught or designed lighting systems for interior living spaces.
problems in the text were defined in detail.

The lighting

Discussed in the text

was the evaluation of lighting as an element of design, types of
lighting equianent and their potential uses, and lighting required
for each specific visual task describing the task, task olane,
footcandle recommendations, lighting design and typical locations
for equipment. (33)
It apoearad that "Design Criteria for Lighting Interior
Living Spaces" was a comprehensive text based on sound research in
which the Visual Task Evaluator had been used.
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Illumination Specification Systems
In 1959, Dr. Blaekwell first reported the development of a
method to determine levels of illumination required for various
visual tasks by using visual performance data.

In 1970, Dr. Black-

well and Stanley W. Smith presented a paper on "Additional Visual
Performance Data For Use in Illumination Specification Systems."
The recommended levels of illumination in the 1966 IES Lighting
handbook. Fourth Edition were based on the research not published
until Dr. Blaekwell's 1970 paper appeared. (3)
Some of the tests were concerned with the collection of visual
performance data under static viewing conditions.

A four minute disc

target with a 1/5 second exposure duration was used for ten subjects
to study at various levels of background luminance.

The subjects

all had 20/20 vision and the average age was about 22 years,

before

the experiment was begun, the subjects were given training and
practice with the apparatus and procedures.

Essentially the condi-

tions of the new experiments were parallel to conditions of earlier
studies and were made to verify and refine the data of the earlier
studies.

The subjects

viewed a translucent screen through which

the circular four minute disc target was projected.
the disc was four minutes.

The target was presented in one of four

successive two second intervals.
trial, the subject

The diameter of

After the last interval of each

had to select the interval he thought most

likely to contain the target, by indicating his choice by pressing
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the correct one of four coded buttons.

Each trial lasted 16 seconds.

However, only the first half of each trial was used for the four observation intervals.
the subjects

The other eight seconds were used for recording

responses and setting up the next trial.

The target

had luminance levels of 1.00, 0.69, 0.51, 0.3^, 0.17 footlamberts.
The background luminance was zero .001, .003, .01, .03, .1, .3, 1,
3 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000, 3000 footlamberts.

For each session, in-

dependent photometric measurements of the target and backerround
luminances were made with a calibrated Pritchard TeleDhotometer.
Independent measurements of the target luminance were made with a
Dhotocell-galvanometer device and of the background with a Macbeth
Illuminometer. (3)
The result of these investigations was that the data from the
1959 experiments and these experiments agreed at low luminances, but
disagreed appreciably at higher luminances.

As the luminance was

increased, the discrepancy between the two sets of data became more
marked.

Therefore, the results of this set of experiments was ore-

ferred to those made in 1959 because the same 10 subjects observed
under all experimental conditions.

Also the target size and duration

presented closely approximated the target conditions of interest.
The earlier data was a pooling of data of different subjects obtained
under different conditions and the data for target size and duration
of interest needed considerable interpolation. (3)
The Field Task Simulator was used for obtainine performance
data under dynamic conditions.

The subjects were selected by the
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sane procedure as mentioned in the previous experiment.
20/20 vision.

They all had

The FTS as described earlier was a rota tine wheel used

to present moving items for a subject to inspect.

Each item con-

sisted of a slightly curved metal disc covered with thin, white
translucent plastic.

Incandescent light sources and other optical

elements were mounted below the wheel for 10 of the 50 items.
were not visible to the subject.

These

The other *+0 items were identical

to the 10 in every way except for the additional or increment sources
attached to them.

The task of the subject was to inspect the 50

items indicating the detection of a target increment by pressing a
button directly below the items.

Before each session, a calibrated

Pritchard Telephotometer was used to adjust each of the 10 target
lights to the desired intensity level. (3)
The results of these experiments were more accurate than the
experiments of 1959.

The relations between values of threshold con-

trast under dynamic and static conditions were identical at very low
levels of visual capacity, but they were not identical for higher
levels of visual capacity.

It was concluded that dynamic and static

conditons must be studied with comparable subjects and under the
precise conditions of target site and visual capacity of interest. (3)
It appeared that the Blackwell studies were very comprehensive
and were the best research investigations to date.

Dr. Blackwell has

continually refined and improved the basic theory of his illumination
specification system and the 1959 and 1966 IBS recommendations for
residential lighting level, were well founded and could be considered
adequate recommendation levels for specific visual tasks.
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CHAP^SR VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In tracing the history of residential, lighting standards from
1906 to 1970, it was found that two types of research methods were
used and many instruments were developed to measure the quantity and
quality of lighting.

The two tyoes of research methods were the

direct and the indirect.

The direct tyoe of research method was

used during the years 1906 and 1950.

Methods used during this time

essentially involved the selection of a task, a set of task conditions and a measure of performance.

The indirect tyoe of research

method was used during 1950 to 1970 by Dr. H. 'iehard Blaekwell.
The visibility of a practical task was equated to the visibility of a
standard test object for which lighting requirements had been standardized.
In the early years, 1906 to 1917, there were few research
investigations concerning the quantity and quality of lighting.
Light sources were poorly developed and whatever footcandles they
orovided established the levels to be recommended.

From 1917 to

19??, the index for increased illumination was raised as the quantity
of light from fixtures increased.

In the late twenties, Cobb and

Moss did research on the four fundamental factors of seeing! sire
of detail, contrast of detail with background, time interval of
seeing and the brightness of the task.

After their experiments.
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more accurate research began to take place.

This was followed by

numerous research studies by Dr. Matthew Luckiesh which included the
Demonstration Visual Test in 1931 and the development of the Luckiesh
- Moss Visibility Meter in 1937.

In the 19^0' s a "Recommended Practice

of Home Lighting" and the "Lighting Performance Recommendations for
Portable and Installed Residence Luminaires" were published in which
levels of illumination for specific visual tasks were recommended
and the quality of illumination of the luminaires tested was evaluated.
After these publications a series of investigations occurred involving
specific visual tasks such as bathroom mirror lighting for shaving,
lighting for reading in bed, kitchen lighting for the sink and range
areas, desk or study lighting, laundry task lighting, hand sewing
lighting, and piano score and keyboard lighting because the need for
such data was pertinent.

These studies served as the basis for re-

commended levels of illumination in the first and second editions of
the IBS Lighting Handbook.
In 1950, Dr. H. Richard Blackwell started a series of research
studies developing a general method of indirect research using visual
Derformance data to determine levels of illumination required for
various visual tasks.

From these studies, he developed the Visual

Task Evaluator and the Field Task Simulator which were used to determine the lighting requirements of visual tasks.

Dr. Blackwell

continued to refine and improve his use of the illumination specification system and his research investigations served as the basis
for the 1959 and 1966 IES recommended levels of illumination for
visual tasks.
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At the beginning, 1906, simple observations were used to
establish recommendations for lighting.

As time passed, the research

for establishing standards became more refined and complex and the
results more accurate.

The instruments that were develot>ed for use

in the research investigations became more and more accurate as
measuring devices and contributed much to the validity of the IES
lighting recommendation levels.

Without the development of these

instruments, much of the research would not have been oossible.

The

lighting recommendation levels published in the IES Lighting Handbooks
were recommended minimum requirements for Dersons with normal vision.
In the future it is probable that even more scientific and
accurate methods of measuring lighting requirements for specific
visual tasks may be developed.
Since a great deal more is known about lighting standards than
is aoplied, perhaps more research needs to focus on methods of disseminating information.

Some contractors who are cognizant of light-

ing reauirements may be hampered by the budget.

The client needs to

be made aware that optimum lighting conditions will facilitate visual
task oerfortnance.

Lighting consultants may need to make the avail-

ability of their services known to the public so that the uninformed
may gain realization of the imoortance of this asoect of an environment.
Research to date has been concerned mainly with the quantity
of lighting for particular visual task,.

The quality of light need,
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equal emphasis.

For example, in addition to adequate quantity,

living and working spaces are enhanced when the three dimensional
characteristics of forms are easily distinqulshed.

To date there

has been little research on the effect of lighting on shadow and
texture.

Likewise, the quality of color in environments are depen-

dent on lighting quantities and qualities.

Lighting fixtures need to

be desiened that provide both the quantity and quality of lighting
required for specific visual tasks in accordance with recommended
lighting standards.
There are indications that in the future some research is
olanned on the effect of ire on vision and the performance of specific
visual tasks.

In addition, farsightedness, nearsightedness, astig-

matism and other eye abnormalities need to be studied.

All lighting

research tests need to be checked with situations encountered in
every day life.

Such checking may result in more applicable data.

These are some of the factors that need to be considered
before excellence in liehting standards can be achieved.
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